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Helicopter

Lickity Split!

Everybody went home with his or her machine—so in that chapter of the

2009 Nats, the news is spectacular. On the field it seemed the debate was

whether to stick with nitro or to jump on the electric bandwagon. The comment

overheard was that the

lower-powered glow

machines flew more

slowly, giving the pilots

flying down-line

maneuvers more time to

coordinate the sequence.

Overall, the electric

machines are somewhat

faster, however that might

just be a matter of setup.

The Scale guys just love

the advantages of electric

power—for one they don’t

have to worry about how to

plumb the exhaust!

All 25 helicopter

aerobatics competitors

seemed to be happy with

the way the contest was

organized and that the

judging was top-notch.

What more can a

contestant ask for other

than more meat for the

grinder? 

“The turn-out was good this year,” commented Craig Bradley, who has been

the event director for RC Helicopter many years. Overall, the contestant skill is

that worthy of National representation—all the pilots should be proud to be on

the attendance roster. They showed good metal!

Speaking of the

electric vs. nitro

debate, there’s no

doubt that people will

be saying that Scott

Gray unseated Curtis

Youngblood because

Scott stuck with his

tried-and-true nitro-

powered JR Sylphide

90 (the mechanics

inside his Stacey body

are not Vibe SG

mechanics as I

reported yesterday).

It’s only available

from Japan. 

Both Scott and

Curtis have been

battling the F3C

Nationals for 15 years,

and they are

Emile Sheriff is partnered by Brandy Swords-May
while he pilots his OH-58 through the flight rounds.
The right support is imperative no matter what the
competition.

Mark Ellison is the best of three 2009 Class I
competitors. 

Barron Johnson swept the Class
II RC Helicopter Aerobatics
category.

First and second place in Class
III RC Helicopter are Eric

Freymann and Ben Minor.
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immensely talented. As the

scores show, only in one

round were the raw scores

more than 10 points

different. This year it was

Scott’s turn, and in the few

flights I was able to watch,

some of Scott’s figures just

seemed to have slightly

better symmetry; that’s what

judges look for after all. I

can’t wait till the Worlds in

August to see them compete

again with other world

representatives. 

Thank you both Curtis

and Scott for coming to the

Nationals. In speaking with

you both I learned a lot and gained inspiration for improving my

own helicopter flying

skills.

Over in Scale, Peter Wales lost his voice yelling so much to get the nine

competitors moving fast enough to static judge the models, then get in two

flight rounds before it was time to suck down a few daiquiris by 6 o’clock.

Priorities, don’t you know! 

Writing this now, the morning after, the weather is horrible, raining like

crazy. It’s a good thing the pilots and judges pressed on, and the way I

understand it there was little flying one or two more rounds would have done

Out of the nine competitors
battling in the F3C class, Scott
Gray took first, Curtis
Youngblood finished second,
and Dwight Shilling squeaked
into a well-earned third place. 

J.C. Zankl closed the 2009 RC Helicopter Aerobatics Nations
with a clean flight in Class III. His T-Rex 700 was converted back
to flybar mechanics just so he could fly that round.

Sandy Jaffe worked the 2009 Nationals instead of flying

his ultra-cool Vario MD900 NOTAR helicopter. The

machine is solid with decent tail-rotor sensitivity.



to shake up the standings. There were

some new machines such as the Kiowa

campaigned by Emile Sheriff, and huge

quarter-scale Jet Ranger by Darrell

Sprayberry that were very impressive.

Emile’s was just chock-full of working

options, and Darrell’s machine is a

technology achievement in working

electric power. Both of their machines

were electric

powered.

The Sportsman of the Decade award went to

Mr. Paul Strobel for his dedication to the sport

of RC helicopters. Paul has competed in both

aerobatics and scale for 10 years. We call that a

“Model Pilot.” Congratulations Paul!

For more coverage of the RC Helicopter

Nationals, check out the reports and video at the

www.RunRyder.com Web site. Mark and his

daughter have been filming all week—attention

and support that we’re very grateful to have. 

Great job Pete and Craig, plus all of the

volunteers, for running such a well-organized

Nats! See you all next year.

–Report and pictures by Michael
Ramsey

Kerry Muncy performs the freestyle maneuver with his Indy
Helis AH-64A Apache. Both Kerry and Wayne Mason (front
cover) equipped their models with electric power.

Peter Wales
filmed most of the
RC Scale flight
demonstrations.
The build-up of
popularity in the
Scale competition
is mostly his
doing. Thank you,
Peter!

Joe Howard’s gas-
powered Bell 47G is a
steady machine.
Thanks to the latest
electronic stabilization
technology, every
machine flown in scale
demonstrated without
flybar mechanics.

Inside this Vario Jet Ranger fuselage is a G-26 gas
engine. The model, built and flown by Stanley Kopreski,

is very handsome and flown in a manner that any
executive looking for a ride might mistake for the “real

one.”



Photos and captions by Allen Brickhaus.

Back row: Matt Neumann, Derek Barry, Doug Moon, and Orestes Hernandez. Front

row: Paul Ferrell, Dave Fitzgerald, Ryan Young, and Yuri Minato.

Right: Dave Fitzgerald is our new Open Champion and Walker Cup recipient.

Below: Dave Fitzgerald, in inverted flight on the “L” pad.
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CL Aerobatics

Above: The plaque at the bottom

of the Concours d’Elegance

award.



Right: Paul Ferrell is our new Advanced Champion this year.

Below: The new Nats Junior Champion is Yuri Minato from

Japan.

Below right: The Senior Stunt Champion is Ryan Young.

Eric Taylor furnished the new Concours d’Elegance

prop for the best-finished stunter in the Open and

Advanced classes at the Nats.
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CL Racing
The Nats wound down Friday with the final two events:

Mouse II and B Team Racing.

Mouse II: A 140-lap final was run with no preliminary

race. Senior James VanSant went up against two Open

Teams. The well-tuned equipment of Bob Whitney/Dave

Hallas led with an excellent 6:18 to Hull/Akres’

respectable 6:56 with VanSant way behind with 10:55.

B Team Race: A three-up race was held according to the

unique rules of this event. A one-ounce fuel limit along

with unlimited fuel mix makes this event a fairly quick

one. Three races are run: a 35-lap sprint followed by a 70-

lap (hopefully), one-pit heat, and a 140-lap final. 

Russ Green had it all together with Bill Lee pitting, and

set record times in all heat and final races. Final standings

were:

1. Green/Lee 1:28 3:05 6:08

2. Glen VanSant/Jason Allen 1:44 3:29 7:21

3. Dave Betz/Dave Hull 2:34 4:09 10:06

There were two new inductees into the NCLRA Hall of

Fame announced during Wednesdays’ banquet. Dave

McDonald and Bill Lee joined a small and elite list.

While much less attended than previous Nats, there

were many good races. Thanks to all.

—Report and pictures by Tim Stone

Bob Whitney’s Mouse II

powered by a Cyclon.

Dave Hallas with a quick Mouse II

entry.
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until tabulation is confirmed.

Left: CLPA Senior

and Junior scores.

Below: The CLPA

Open scores and

results.

Walker Cup final

scores on Friday,

July 10, 2009.
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1 ROBERT L WHITNEY O 06:18.1 PALM BAY FL
2 DAVID A HULL O 06:56.3 MANHATTAN BEACH CA

998 ASHLEY M WILK S DNF CRYSTAL MN

1/2 A Mouse II

1 JAMES D VANSANT 10:55.3 LANGHORNE PA

1/2 Mouse II JS

1 DON F MCKAY REDMOND WA
2 DON S SOPKA BROADVIEW HTS OH
3 HOWARD M RUSH BELLEVUE WA
4 WAYNE C MCDANIEL MUNCIE IN
5 P CARTIER HUMMELSTOWN PA
6 EMIL OPFFER BOSCOBEL WI

328 Combat
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Wayne Mason and Kerry Muncy ready Kerry’s Apache for his second official flight.
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RC Pylon
It’s hard to believe a week of RC Pylon Racing at the AMA

Nationals has come to a close. Pilots have all started the trek,

thousands of miles in some cases, back home. 

Personally, my body aches and mind recounts all the

opportunities lost. “What ifs” and “if onlys” are always part of the

days after flying comes to an end in Muncie.

For two pilots, the “what ifs” and “if onlys” aren’t the primary

things to think about. Dave Norman is likely thinking about his first

Q-500 National Championship. AJ Seaholm is likely thinking about

his first Q-40 National Championship that finished Friday afternoon.

AJ Seaholm and Canada’s Roy Andrassy met in a fly-off to

decide the championship. After four laps of side-by-side racing,

Roy’s Polecat wing decided it had enough and let go around pylon #1 in a very

spectacular fashion. AJ completed his 10 laps and won his first RC Pylon National

Championships. He also won the Fast Time award (1:01.92) and Overall

National Championship. Congratulations AJ Seaholm.

Dan Kane Jr. and Gary Freeman Jr. flew off for third and fourth places.

Junior cut on the first lap and Dan cruised to a fly-off victory and third place.

Well done DK.

There was a five-way tie for 5th place that was decided by time. The

finish order was fifth: Gabriel Tahhan (1:02.94); sixth, Jim Allen

(1:03.69); seventh, Craig Grunkemeyer (1:04.19); eighth, Rich Beers

(1:05.88); and ninth went to Joe Tropea of Team Sausage

(1:06.89). This was Joe’s first Nats top-10 Q-40 finish. Way to

go, Joe.

The coveted prize of fast time during a Pylon race

take tremendous amounts of teamwork between the

pilot and caller to get around the pylons as tight as

possible. Q-40 Fast Time was set by pilot AJ

Seaholm(1:01.92) and caller Scott Causey, and the

Q-500 was set John McDermott (1:07.42) and

caller Terry Frazer.

I would like thank all the workers, Pete Bergstrom out on the

line with Rick Moreland back in the pits for a job well done. And to all of

the attendees who supported the Nats, I’m looking forward seeing everyone

next year.

—Report and photos by (a very tired) Scott Causey.

Q-40 top nine finalists.

Thanks for all your
efforts, Pete
Bergstrom.
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Gary Freeman Jr. and caller Matias Salar on the line.



Jimmy Allen starting his Q-40 for

the next race.

Roy

Andrassy

and

caller

Randy

Smith.

RC National

Champion AJ

Seaholm and

caller (and

NatsNews
reporter) Scott

Causey.
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Meet a Nats Competitor
AJ Seaholm

Age: 32

Hometown: Lees Summit, Missouri

Nats Attended: First Pylon Nats in 1991 to fly Formula

1 thanks to Lyle Larson. Three RC Combat Nats, two

National Championships. This is my fifth Nats since my

return to RC Pylon, so I guess that makes nine over 18

years.

What brought you to the Nats? The first time was an

offer made by Lyle. After he visited us at a race in

Billings, Montana, he said if my father and I flew F1 for

one season, the following season he’d have an F1 and an

all-expenses-paid trip to the Nats. That was 1991 and I

was 14 years old. That was an incredible experience and

one that made me what to get back. College and baseball

kept me away for a few years but once I had a job and

enough vacation, I’ve been back every year and loving

every second.

Best Nats Memory: That’s a tough one. There’s the ’91

Nats and getting to race and hang out with all the guys

I’d read about in the magazines. There’s Michele and my

first Nats RC Combat win in 2002. But this year takes

the cake. Being fortunate enough to win Q-40, set the Q-

40 Fast Time, and win the Overall Championship is a

dream come true. At first I had feelings of disbelief and

being humbled knowing my name will be permanently

displayed in the AMA museum as Overall Nats

Champion alongside so many other great racers is just

incredible. 

Also, I would like to say a special thanks to

Teammate, Good Friend, and Caller Scott Causey for an

excellent job throughout the entire week of racing.

Equipment: Q-500: Chuck Bridge-built Vortex w/Nelson

LS. Q-40: Lyle Larson Proud Bird II w/Nelson LS.

Guidance by Futaba FASST with Futaba servos. 
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CL Carrier
After two days of official events, the Navy Carrier contestants spent Friday flying unofficial

events: Nostalgia, .15, Skyray, and electric.

Electric power in the Navy Carrier events is in its second year, and there is still much to

learn about flying electrics in the demanding profiles of high speed and hanging slow flight.

The events are wide open with lots of power options made possible by the rapid development

of battery technologies, motors, and motor controllers. This year we saw the first scale model

for either Class I or Class II with Pete Mazur’s F4U Corsair based on the Great Planes ARF

intended for RC Combat events.

Pete is sharing the results of his research and

experimentation into electric power to make it easier

for others to enter the realm of electric power for

Carrier. He’s also using his experience in the other

Carrier events to achieve very good performance in

electric Carrier. He won the three electric classes as

well as the Sig Skyray Carrier event, in which he also

flew an electric-powered Skyray as allowed by the Sig

rules.

The Nostalgia Carrier events, which reward

models and engines from the early days of Navy

Carrier flying, were won by John Vlna. John flew two

Howard Mottin designs from the 1960s, the XPC-1 in

Profile and the AD Skyraider in Class I. His Class II

entry was a Roland Baltes Nakajima Myrt. The latter is

most appropriate as John received the Roland Baltes

Award for best representing the spirit of the Nostalgia

events. Roland contributed many designs to the Carrier

events during the ’60s and ’70s.

Expert .15 Carrier was won by Melvin Schuette.

Michael Smith led the Sportsman .15 Carrier

competition. It’s great to see younger modelers

enjoying Navy Carrier flying, and we hope to see a lot

more of Michael and his brother David in future Navy

Carrier competitions.

—Report and photos by Dick Perry

The flightline was packed with more

than 20 models for Friday when the

Art Johnson’s Grumman Guardian

takes off for a flight in Class II

Nostalgia Carrier. The model is a Bill

Johnson design, and the McCoy 60

engine is fitted with a Bill Johnson-

designed fuel meter and exhaust

slide.

Melvin Schuette flew this Bob

Smurthwaite (GS) F4U Corsair design

to second place in Nostalgia Profile

Carrier.

Jo

Shoemaker

flew this Bf

109 in the

Sportsman

.15 Navy

Carrier event.

This is Art

Johnson’s entry

in the Electric

Profile Navy

Carrier event.

This F4U Corsair by Pete Mazur won

Electric Class II. It is converted from an

ARF model for RC Combat. It achieved a

high speed of over 87 mph.

Michael

Smith is

relatively

new to Navy

Carrier

flying. He

won .15

Sportsman

Carrier and

placed third

in Skyray.

John Vlna won Nostalgia Profile

Carrier with this XPC-1 designed by

Howard Mottin.



CL Combat

TToday is Friday, the last day of the Nats for us. The weather has been great

all week. It has been a good Nationals. Entries were down a little bit, but the

people who showed up had a great time and excellent competition.

We flew double elimination with four-minute matches, only one mid-air,

no flyaways, and only one shut-off

malfunction.

A Couple Stories:

Don McKay is a

longtime Combat

flier, but this is

his first

Nationals and

he is going

home a

National

Champion. Don

Sopka finished

in second place;

he also finished in

second Place over 45

years ago in the same

event when he was a Senior,

but of course he is now a real

senior.

The best match of the

day was the final

match between

Don Sopka and

Don McKay. It

ended in the

one mid-air we

had.

I would like

to thank

Marylou Rush

and Larry

Scarinzi for

being the judges

for the day.

This being my last

report, I hope to see

you all next year at

the Nats.

—Report and photos
by Wayne Mc Daniel

(L-R) Howard Rush and Don McKay getting

airplanes ready to go.

(L-R) Don McKay and

Howard Rush posing

for the camera.

Above: (L-R) Don Sopka and Kit

Gerhart preparing for a match.

(L-R) Winners in 328 Combat: Don McKay, first

place; Don Sopka, second place; and Howard

Rush, third place.

Don McKay’s winning

airplanes.
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Right: (L-R) Larry Scarinzi

getting lessons on how to use

a stop watch from Marylou

Rush.


